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Uplands Primary School and Nursery  
Newsletter 

 Summer Term: Issue 04 13 May 2022 

Volunteer Day: thank you! 
 
Thank you to all the parents/carers, pupils, family members, governors and staff who came 
along to help. We got all of our tasks completed, thanks to everyone’s donations of time and 
skill. Now, we have painted walls and fences, a new, longer long jump sand pit, bark spread 
over all the play equipment and other ‘snag’ jobs completed!  

Well done, Year 6! 
 
The Year 6 team and the whole school would like to thank and praise our Year 6 class for their 
hard work during SATs week. The pupils were amazing! Year 6 had a treat after SATs and went 
to the Memorial Park, where Pistachios in the Park saw the pupils and gave them all an ice 
cream! Thanks to Mr Panesar and the team—it was very kind of you! 
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Diary Dates 
 
Please find our diary dates below. It is advisable to check these weekly, as some dates and 
times may change as the term progresses. Please also note that events will be added in as the 
term goes on, not just at the end of the list. Bracknell Forest set term dates can be found here. 
Our inset days for the academic year (and the additional day for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee) 
can be found on the Uplands website. 

Day Date Who? Event and Information 

w/c 16.05.2022   Y6 trip to PGL Barton Hall—info sent 

Wednesday 18.05.2022   Y4 Ufton Court parent/carer meeting,Y4 classroom, 15:00 (main gates) 

Wednesday 18.05.2022   Rescheduled Y1 class assembly—parents/carers welcome. Starts 14:45 

Thursday 19.05.2022   YR Class Assembly—parents/carers welcome. Starts at 14:45 

Monday 23.05.2022   Y3/4 Topic Afternoon—entry via main gates at 15:00 

Tuesday 24.05.2022   Y6 Maths Challenge—info sent 

Wednesday 25.05.2022   Miller’s Ark to visit YN—info sent 

Thursday 26.05.2022   Jubilee Celebration lunch—info to follow 

Thursday 26.05.2022   Last day of half term (finish normal time) 

Friday 27.05.2022   Inset day (school and nursery closed for staff training) 

Monday 06.06.2022   “Bank holiday” (in lieu Queen’s Jubilee)—school and nursery closed 

Wed/Thur 07/08 June   Y4 Ufton Court residential trip—info sent 

Friday 10.06.2022   Y3 trip to Warner Bros. Studios (Harry Potter)—info sent 

Wednesday 15.06.2022   Class photos 

Thursday 16.06.2022   Y2 trip to Roald Dahl museum—info to follow 

School meals 
 
School meals are £2.30 per child, per day. All pupils in Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 are 
entitled to a free school meal every day. Key Stage 2 parents/carers may pay online through the 
Scopay system. The link can be found on the Uplands website. Families can view the menu and 
order from the same system (Scopay). We cannot accept cash or cheques for meals. The link 
for meal ordering, menus and payment is here. 
 
Please order your child’s meal at home where at all possible, particularly for Reception, 
Year 1 and Year 2 pupils. The time it takes to talk through the menu options with each 
child is colossal, and if each parent/carer could have that discussion and order from home, it 
would speed up the morning routine for classes and help us get to learning time more quickly.  

Inset Days 2022-2023 
 
Our inset days have been agreed by the Governing Board, and are as follows: 

01.09.2022 02.09.2022 31.10.2022 03.01.2023 05.06.2023 
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Book Recommendations for Adults III 
 
Last term, we asked our school community to recommend their favourite books for 
adults. We have gathered twenty good reads to share with you and hope this may be of 
interest to you. Please note these books are not suitable for children.  
 

Sorrow and Bliss – Meg Mason 
This moving novel about mental illness and sisterly love find wisdom and hilarity in anguish. 
Although the subject matter is deep, the delivery is often light and laugh-out loud funny making 
it an emotional yet enjoyable read. 
 

Scrublands – Chris Hammer 
A troubled journalist arrives in an isolated Australian town to investigate a shocking crime 
committed by a dedicated, young priest. A compulsive thriller that fans of Jane Harper will 
enjoy. 
 

The Thursday Murder Club – Richard Osman 
Upon its publication, Richard Osman’s debut novel became the fastest selling crime novel since 
records began. The Thursday Murder Club meet weekly at the cosy setting of the affluent 
Coopers Chase Retirement Home to attempt to solve cold cases. That is until a murder 
happens on their very doorstep… 
 

The Uncommon Reader – Alan Bennett 
When her Majesty The Queen’s corgis stray into a mobile library, she begins to read widely and 
deeply, which in turn affects her world view and her relationship with the Prime Minister and his 
advisors. The consequences are surprising and very funny.  
 

I am the Messenger – Markus Zusak 
Ed Kennedy is an underage cabdriver without much of a future. He's pathetic at playing cards, 
hopelessly in love with his best friend, Audrey, and utterly devoted to his coffee-drinking dog. 
His life is one of peaceful routine and incompetence until he inadvertently stops a bank 
robbery… and everything changes. A gripping, emotional and humorous read by the author of 
‘The Book Thief’.  
 

We are all birds of Uganda – Hafsa Zayyan 
A beautifully told story that follows Sameer, a twenty-something British lawyer whose family 
were amongst those expelled from Uganda under the rule of Idi Amin. The story moves 
between Sameer’s story in the present day and that of his grandfather, Hasan, who tells his 
story through a series of letters written to his late wife. A moving and powerful read.  

Serious Concerns – Wendy Cope 
This poetry collection by Wendy Cope from 1992 is still very funny and moving. ‘The Orange’ is 
a particularly wonderful poem.  
 

Night Circus – Erin Morgenstern 
This historical novel about a rivalry between two magicians and the circus is a genuine pleasure 
to read. The characters are well-written and intriguing and the settings are strikingly beautiful. A 
very enjoyable read. 
 

Anxious people – Fredrik Backman 
The bestselling author of ‘A Man Called Ove’ turns the heist novel on its head with the 
charming and witty story of a hilariously bungled robbery and its hapless, hopeless 
perpetrator. 
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Book Recommendations for Adults III (cont.) 
 

The Wolf of the Plains – Conn Iggulsden 
The first book in the bestselling Conqueror series featuring Mongol warlord Genghis Khan 
and his descendants. A thrilling tale of betrayal, war and vengeance.  
 

Little Fires Everywhere – Celeste Ng 
When the Richardsons, living in 1990s Shaker Heights, Ohio, have their house seemingly 
deliberately burned down, a story begins of intertwining family lives and complicated 
parenthood. A deeply satisfying and well-crafted story with vividly drawn characters. 
 

Inspire: Life lessons from the wilderness – Ben Fogle 
 From being castaway on a Hebridean island to swimming with crocodiles in Botswana, Fogle 
channels his unforgettable experiences of the natural world into an insightful reflection on how 
the lessons of nature can inform our daily lives. Written with wit and affection, this is a light-
hearted yet inspiring read. 
 

This is Going to Hurt – Adam Kay 
Back in 2017, in a pre-coronavirus world, Adam Kay released this factual memoir of his time 
working for the NHS. These secret diaries of a junior doctor are both hilarious and gut-
wrenchingly emotional as Kay retells his experiences as a doctor between 2004 and 2010, in 
what he is calls his ‘love letter to the NHS’. 
 

The Dark Lake – Sarah Bailey 
Gemma Woodstock is a Detective Sergeant in the small rural town of Smithson. One of the 
local teachers, who also happens to be an old classmate of Gemma’s, is murdered and the 
ensuing investigation causes Gemma’s past to come crashing back to haunt her. An exciting 
page-turner! 
 

The Rumour – Lesley Kara 
When single mum Joanna hears a rumour at the school gates, she never intends to pass it on. 
But one casual comment leads to another and now there's no going back… 
A chilling tale of paranoia and suspicion which keeps the excitement up until the very end. 
 

Elizabeth is Missing – Emma Healey 
Maud is forgetful. She makes a cup of tea and doesn't remember to drink it. She goes to the 
shops and forgets why she went. Sometimes her daughter Helen seems a total stranger. But 
there's one thing Maud is sure of: her friend Elizabeth is missing. Combining pitch-perfect 
storytelling with a tender, unflinching portrait of life with dementia, Emma Healey breathes new 
life into the ‘whodunit’ formula.  
 

The Power – Naomi Alderman 
This extraordinary and sometimes shocking and uncomfortable novel by Naomi Alderman is a 
gripping story of how the world would change if men were able to be physically overpowered by 
women rather than the other way around. A clever concept and a thought-provoking story. 
 

The Midnight Library – Matt Haig 
Between life and death there is a library. When Nora Seed finds herself in the Midnight 
Library, she has a chance to make things right. Up until now, she feels she has let 
everyone down, including herself. But things are about to change. The books in the 
Midnight Library enable Nora to live as if she had done things differently, so now Nora 
needs to consider: what is the best way to live?  
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Book Recommendations for Adults III (cont.) 
 

More than a Woman – Caitlin Moran 
The hilarious sequel to the mega-selling 2011 book ‘How to be a Woman’. Moran, now 45, 
takes a second look at womanhood, this time from the vantage point of middle age. Part 
memoir, part manifesto, it tackles such issues as teenagers, ageing parents, careers, the 
tyranny of the to-do list and the moment when your entire wardrobe seems to turn against you. 
 

Perfect – Rachel Joyce 
A spellbinding novel which tells the story of a young boy who is thrown into the murky, difficult 
realities of the adult world with far-reaching consequences. Byron wakes to a morning that 
looks like any other but when he, his sister and mother leave home, driving into a dense 
summer fog, the morning takes an unmistakable turn. In one terrible moment, something 
happens, something completely unexpected and at odds with life as Byron understands it… 
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Photos from Celebration Assembly week 03 
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Pupils playing on site before/after school 
 
We would like to remind families that children/adults should not ride scooters, bikes, trikes etc. 
or play with/on equipment within the school grounds before or after school, for the health and 
safety of all those on site. 

Spotlight on… Outdoor Adventures Club 
 
This week, Outdoor Adventure Club enjoyed our first session in slightly wetter weather. None-
the-less, we had a great time exploring nature together under the trees. Each week in our club, 
we are introducing a different activity for the children to try. 
 
In our first week, we focused on safety and played games to practise some simple rules. We 
also made our first round of hot chocolate using the camp kettle. In our second week, we invited 
the children to sculpt tree faces using dough and natural items such as acorn cups. The dough 
we used was made from just flour and water (no salt) and is safe for hungry wildlife. This week, 
we shared an idea from Tate Modern Kids for creating mud paintings. 
 
In addition to the focus activities, the children have time to follow their own interests. Some 
children have been quietly and independently absorbed in their own ideas and others have 
cooperated in lively teams to meet their goals including building a teacher trap! While this has 
made us laugh, it has also involved a lot of communication and problem-solving skills. We're 
looking forward to more adventures to come.  
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This week in Nursery, we have been inspired by National Space Day. Our Playdoh table was 
turned into a space station, with pipe cleaners, googly eyes and Playdoh for the children to 
create their own aliens. This sparked lots of conversations about space and planets. The 
children also enjoyed experimenting with using torches on the foil. We also extended the space 
theme by trying out painting on foil, which the children really enjoyed. Following on from the 
children's interests in cars, trains and building tracks recently, we set up a small word invitation 
to play for them. This led to lots of sustained shared play, with the children using the resources 
to create a variety of different complex and imaginative small worlds. For example, a crowd to 
watch the cars racing. The children raced the cars and we heard some wonderful language like 
"On your marks, get set, go!". 
 
In the garden, the children used brushes and rollers to 'paint' with water. The children loved this 
activity and it instigated conversations about water disappearing and teaching children that the 
water will evaporate (or ’dry’) more quickly in the sun than in the shade. We have introduced a 
new feelings board into Nursery this week, which now includes Makaton signs and symbols, as 
well as emotions pictures. We are focusing on the four basic emotions: happy, sad, tired and 
angry. The children were very keen to learn the sign to go with each emotion, and it will benefit 
all children with the development of their communication skills.  
 
Our focus sound this week was 'u'. The children thought of words beginning with and containing 
the 'u' sound, as well as practising writing the letter. In our group activity, we read the story 'A 
wet walk', and played a game of I spy, by choosing an item from the book and saying the initial 
sound for the other children to guess.  

What have we been learning in Nursery? 
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This week, Reception have enjoyed learning more about minibeasts, focusing on slugs and 
snails. They learnt how slugs and snails move using their one large muscular foot, leaving a 
slimy trail of mucus behind them and that they have two antennae with their eyes at the end 
and two feelers to help feel their way, as they don’t have very good eyesight.   
 
In Drawing Club, the children listened to the story of ‘Norman the Slug with the Silly Shell’ by 
Sue Hendra. Norman wants to be like the snails, so he searches for a suitable shell and settles 
on a doughnut, which he loves. The children imagined they were Norman the slug who wanted 
a shell and chose what they would use. There were some fascinating ideas, including different 
fruits, a knitted shell and a pot. They then thought of a sentence to write about their slug’s shell. 
 
In Phonics, we revised reading and spelling the digraphs, ar, or, ow and ur, as well as 
identifying them in sentences.  
 
Our Maths lessons focused on matching 2D shapes to create pictures and the children learnt 
how some shapes can be rotated. They then explored tangrams by rotating shapes to make 
shape pictures. The children also replicated 3D multilink models, carefully checking where a 
cube is placed and what colour they need to create an accurate replica. 
 
Our finger gym activities continued the ‘slugs and snails’ theme, as the children peeled off small 
stickers to make a spiral shell, cut out insects to stick on a leaf, manipulated the Playdoh to 
make snails and practised their pencil control completing handwriting pattern sheets.  
 
During child-initiated learning time, the children used the Numicon to match the shapes to make 
snails and butterflies, made their own version of Henri Matisse’s collage cut-out snail, planted 
some pansies, buried the small world animals in a mud swamp and then washed them, 
continued to create fantastic water constructions, and had lots of fun exploring slime and 
observing the garden snails. The children then enjoyed watching them attempt to race each 
other, as they didn’t seem to realise which way to go the along the tracks. We were particularly 
thrilled and proud of how many children chose to write stories, thinking carefully about what 
they wanted to write and applying their phonic knowledge to write some fantastic pieces of 
writing. Well done, Reception!  
 
Finally, the children have now got words to practise in their book bags for our upcoming 
assembly. The children are really looking forward to sharing what they have learnt this term with 
their families next week.  

What have we been learning in Reception? 
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What have we been learning in Reception? Cont. 
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This week in English, we have been writing and sharing our own animal stories based on The 
Owl who was Afraid of the Dark. We also used our plans from last week. We have been really 
impressed by the children’s development as writers. We are seeing more independence, more 
legible handwriting and better punctuation as well as lots of creative and imaginative ideas.  
  
In Science, we have also continued learning about animals by thinking about animal diets. We 
considered how to group animals into herbivores, omnivores and carnivores. We were 
surprised to find that smaller animals such as spiders, dragonflies and frogs can be carnivorous 
and that large animals such as elephants can be herbivorous. We also thought about where 
animals get their food from. We considered how important it is for pet owners to provide the 
right diet for their pets.   
  
In Phonics, we have been revising the sound ‘oo’ spelled ‘ew’ as in ‘grew’, ‘ue’ as in ‘blue’ and 
‘u-e’ as in ‘rule’. We have also revised the ‘you’ sound that these same graphemes sometimes 
make for example, in ‘few’, ‘rescue’ and ‘tube’. Please continue using Bug Club stories at home 
to reinforce this learning and support your child’s spelling and reading.   
  
In Maths, we have continued to explore division as sharing into equal groups. We have looked 
at practical examples such as, ‘There are 10 carrots and 2 horses. We share the carrots equally 
between the 2 horses. How many carrots does each horse get?’ Next week, we will build on this 
learning by starting to think about halving.   
  
In PE this week, Year 1 continued to improve at a range of athletic events. This week, we were 
lucky to be joined by children from Year 6 who were very generous with encouraging and 
supporting our class.   
  
In Geography, we built on our earlier learning and role played giving a weather forecast from 
Australia. We also learnt about seasonal differences between the southern and northern 
hemispheres.   
  
In addition to all this work, we have been excited to start preparing for our class assembly next 
week. We hope that you will be able to join us on Wednesday 18

th
 May at 14.45 when we look 

forward to showcasing some of our learning.   
 

What have we been learning in Year 1? 
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What have we been learning in Year 1? Cont. 
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In Maths, Year 2 have revisited the topic of 2D and 3D shapes. We have looked at the how 
many sides and vertices can be found on different shapes and how we can use these to identify 
them. We also identified 3D shapes and counted the number of faces and edges they had. 
Once we were secure in identifying these shapes, we began finding examples of them around 
the school and were able to create patterns with them.  
 
In English, Year 2 have been tasked with something very important. We received word that a 
dragon had been sighted on the school field and it was up to us to find evidence and clues as to 
what had happened. We began by searching the field and collecting evidence which we then 
brought back to the classroom and discussed what each piece may mean; for example, when 
we found burnt pieces of wood, we decided that this could mean that the dragon could breathe 
fire. After discussing the evidence, we have begun to plan a newspaper report on the incident to 
inform the rest of the school of what had occurred.   
 
In History, Year 2 have been researching Martin Luther-King, Rosa Parks and inequality. We 
began by discussing how black people were treated differently to white people and how this 
would have made us feel if we were in their shoes. We used a range of different sources and 
the tablets to research these two civil rights activists. We also studied the Montgomery Bus 
Boycott and how this created change for the better in America.  
 
In Computing, Year 2 identified information technology that we could be found in different 
spaces; for example, a shop, and office and a beach. We also discussed what types of 
information technology we would find there, whether that was a phone, a card machine or a 
laptop. We finished this lesson by using Microsoft PowerPoint to sort and arrange images of 
information technology into two categories.  

What have we been learning in Year 2? 
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What have we been learning in Year 2? Cont. 
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This week in English, we have been recognising word families and identifying how words are 
related in both form and meaning. We have also spent time recapping our use of adverbs to 
express time. The children have started to plan their own chapter of Harry Potter entitled ‘The 
Malfunctioning Typewriter’. They are following the same structure as Chapter 2 (The Vanishing 
Glass) from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. The purpose of the chapter is to provide 
the reader with more clues that Harry is a wizard (a fact that even Harry is still unaware of at 
this stage in the story!). 
 
In Maths this week, we started our unit of learning on Time. We recapped telling the time to the 
hour, half past, quarter past and quarter to. Our recent fractions learning helped us to embed 
our understanding of these concepts. Whilst learning about years and months, we learnt the ’30 
Days Has September’ rhyme to help us remember the number of days in each month and 
explored the concept of leap years too. 
 
In Science, we learnt about the process of inset pollination. The children modelled this in 
groups using role play and wrote a voiceover to narrate their performances, explaining how the 
flower attracts bees, how the bee is suited to pollinating flowers and what happens after 
pollination. We learnt that bees play a crucial role in the transfer of pollen and therefore seed 
formation and plant reproduction. In our next Science lesson, we learnt about the methods of 
seed dispersal and designed our own seed with features that made it suited to one of the types 
of seed dispersal.  
 
In Computing, the children were introduced to the concept of connections and moving 
information between connected devices. We started to understand how and why computers are 
joined together in a network and how a network switch manages the way in which data moves 
around a network. The children wrote a message to somebody else in the class and became a 
computer network to transfer these messages around the class without walking, checking each 
time who the message is going to and then sending it roughly in that direction. Our computer 
network worked but it was very slow so we added in a network switch (a person who could 
check where the message was heading and deliver it straight to the receiver). This made the 
process of sharing information much more efficient! 
 
In Art and Design, the children created their sculptures using natural materials and used 
photography to record these transient pieces of art. We finished off our learning by evaluating 
our sculptures, comparing our work to Andy Goldsworthy’s and reflecting on the challenges we 
faced and how we overcame them.  
 
In Geography, the children undertook research into some of North America’s major physical 
features. All of the children became an expert on one physical feature, describing the key 
aspects of their feature to someone else in the class, who was tasked with asking them 
clarifying questions.  
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In English, Year 4 took on the role as teachers in English by presenting our research on King 
Henry VIII's six wives to the class. It was great to see the children all contributing and willing to 
share what they found out. All the children were engaged and asked lots of questions. We then 
wrote about why King Henry VIII had so many wives using a range of conjunctions.  
  
In Maths, we finished off our money unit by rounding to the nearest pound, adding and 
subtracting money and solving word problems using the four operations. We completed another 
Multiplication Check trial to give the children a chance to understand the format and how the 
test will be conducted.  
 
Last week in Science, the children classified vertebrates into groups using their key 
characteristics. The children identified the different groups we could put vertebrate animals in 
to, including mammals, fish, amphibians, reptiles and birds. The children spent some time 
becoming ‘experts’ in their vertebrate group before coming back to share their findings with their 
home group. The children then used this information to classify animals thinking about the 
characteristics of each.  
  
In our Geography lesson, we identified South America in relation to hemisphere and tropics and 
looked at the location of the Amazon Rainforest and Atacama Desert in relation to GMT and 
time. In the second lesson of the week, the children explored the water cycle and understood 
the differences between the rainforest and desert. We also discussed the climate zones and 
biomes that they are each in.  
  
During our PE lesson, we competed in a dodgeball tournament. The children played extremely 
well and showed excellent sportsmanship.  
 
We started our RE unit on Buddhism by looking at what influences us to make good choices 
and why we believe some choices are good and some are not so good. The children were 
given different scenarios that they had to act out. They thought carefully about the 
consequences of each scenario and whether it was a good or bad choice.  
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Year 5 had the most wonderful time on their residential trip to Magdalen Farm this week. Our 
trip began with an exciting orienteering adventure with our three teams, 'The Farmer Llamas', 
'The Cheeky Chickens' and 'The Thunder Cows', battling it out in a race to explore the farm site 
using a map and compass, and collect answers to questions. Celebratory mooing could be 
heard echoing across the fields as 'The Thunder Cows' sprinted to victory!  
 
We then enjoyed a range of fantastic and hilarious team building activities that tested our 
children's communication and problem-solving skills, as well as their trust in one another. Later 
that evening, we met around the campfire to sing songs and enjoy some tasty treats.  
 
The morning of day two saw our children experiencing life as farmers! We collected eggs from 
the lovable chickens (and had a few cuddles) and discovered how these eggs are sorted into 
sizes with the use of the Egginator 3000 machine.  
 
The children also learned how organic farms such as Magdalen farm work hard to ensure living 
conditions for their animals are favourable. We also helped to plant new vegetables and were 
able to taste a range of exciting produce growing on the farm, including edible flowers such as 
electric daisies! After that, it was time to feed the pigs and their piglets, visit Jenny the horse 
and frolic with the playful goats. Some instant friendships were formed and I think we were all 
sorry to say goodbye to our adorable animal buddies! 
 
In the afternoon, the children reformed their teams to complete a survival challenge. Each 
group was tasked with creating a shelter that would be judged on sturdiness, water resistance 
and having enough room to accommodate the whole team. Some incredibly impressive dens 
were built (and even decorated) but 'The Farmer Llamas' were deemed to have the winning 
shelter. It was then time for some free time in the woods, where the children could play on the 
rope swing, try their hand at fire-starting, paddle in the stream and attempt to defeat the welly 
monster! Many a welly was swallowed in the process but all were thankfully retrieved in time to 
head back to the farmhouse for much-needed showers and a cosy movie night. 
 
On our final morning, the children were challenged to tackle a series of low ropes activities 
which tested their logic, problem-solving and communication skills. We were very impressed by 
the teamwork on show! 
 
We could not have been prouder of all of our children, who were an absolute credit to their 
families and to our school for the whole trip. We had comments from all of the staff on site at 
Magdalen Farm, as well as our coach driver, on how beautifully the children behaved and on 
how polite, helpful, enthusiastic and engaged they were.  
 
Our routine room inspections (points awarded for tidiness, organisation, the 'little touches' and 
entertainment) were truly an amazing experience and we all laughed so much together over the 
course of the three days. Thank you to our pupils and staff for making the trip an absolute 
pleasure and a privilege. Thank you as well to the kind greetings, words and gestures from our 
parents and carers as we arrived back to school - they mean a great deal. 
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We are all so very impressed with Y6 this week. They have approached SATs week with the 
most amazing attitudes: all of the children have been positive and calm, and this week has 
given them the chance to showcase all of the hard work they have put into this year.   

  
To celebrate the end of their exams, we enjoyed a picnic afternoon at Sandhurst Memorial 
Park. The children played in the parks and then played some games. We were also fortunate 
enough to be treated to ice creams by Mr Panesar. A big thank you to Pistachios Café – the ice 
creams were delicious!    
  
On Friday, the children designed a questionnaire for their upcoming Design and Technology 
project. In small groups, the children will be planning, preparing and cooking a hot lunch for a 
member of staff based on their dietary needs (as well as their likes and dislikes). We also 
finished off our webpage designs.   
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Ways to raise funds for Uplands with ease! 
 
Below are some easy ways to raise extra funds for Uplands without having to do much at all!  
 

Easy Fundraising 
We have pushed this out to families before, but it really is a very easy way to make free money 
for Uplands! Read the information below, and if you need any help please contact the school 
office and we will gladly assist you. 
 
An easy way to raise money for the school without costing you anything at all is to add the 
EasyFundraising add-on to your web browser and then shop online. There are over 3,500 
retailers linked with EasyFundraising—when you have the add-on installed, it alerts you if you 
are eligible for a free donation and Uplands is given commission for your purchase. That is 
turned into a donation and given back to the school. Please note that the school CANNOT see 
your purchases—we just receive commission as a lump sum from the collective users. 
Click here to access the Uplands page for EasyFundraising. 
 
 

Amazon Smile 
Uplands Fundraising Community is registered with Amazon Smile! Just go to https://
smile.amazon.co.uk/, look to the top left and select Uplands Fundraising Community to support. 
Then, all you need to do is make your amazing purchases through Amazon Smile and we’ll get 
free money from every purchase you make! Please note that the school CANNOT see your 
purchases—we just receive commission as a lump sum from the collective users. 
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